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i contacted you a while ago. please try this dvd player. it's version 0.9.1 but the latest one. it has a
built in language learning function, it will just keep on learning new words when you use it. you can
even learn a foreign language when you copy those dvd movies. for some of my customers, they
found that they can not put cd or dvd into the cd/dvd slot of this dvd player and get error messages.
for this reason, i ask them to contact our technical support department firstly. in the meantime, i
have read your post and i found a thread about this problem. i searched in google and i found this
link: http://discareer.org/explain-canceled-dvd-error-153/ i also found this link:
http://www.prosofteng.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=2608 i think the most similar problem is this
one: http://forum.avast.com/index.php?showtopic=79496 below a list of all the applications that you
can try free quicktime converter advanced video coder folders display get hot tv hd convert hd
recorder isweat imgmaster picture mount set programs sohize slideshow creator stereo recording
studio video extraction xdump anyway, these are all apps that are around for a long time and are all
supported by the win7 software store. you may have a look and see if any of these are working for
you. i am not really familiar with those applications, other than folding@home, and had to download
it to find out how it works. it seems like a cool idea, but like things that have been done before, so i
gave it a pass.
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new: added the icons for uk, france, spain and italy to the dvd/bd converter module (optional) when
converting dvds and blu-ray discs to new formats. italy's movies have style 4, which is a vertical

orientation. fix: a problem that the 3d bar in the dvd/bd converter module is not always displayed
properly when converting the 3d blu-ray discs. new: a new "i" symbol is added at the end of the

dvd/bd ripber and converter modules in the advanced settings window. it indicates the source is read-
only (e.g., the dvd/bd ripber and converter modules). the icons for the dvd/bd ripber and converter
modules are added in the advanced settings window of the dvd/bd ripper module. new: added the

detailed information for the output video profile in advanced settings/video and set the region code
in this module to the x2 protected region 1. fix: a problem that the audio track of the output file is
switched in certain cases when converting the single-audio or multi-audio discs without subtitles.

new: added a 3d bar in the dvd/bd converter and ripber modules when converting the blu-ray discs
with a 3d profile. fix: a problem that the step up/down buttons of the volume adjustment box in the
dvd/bd converter do not work properly in certain cases. fix: a problem that the selected option at
advanced settings > video > dolby vision of the uhd ripper module does not take effect in certain

cases. added the 3d blu-ray disc converter to the dvdfab package. it requires the original blu-ray disc
having the dolby vision / 3d disc label and supports to create the 3d blu-ray discs, as well as the

discs with 3d + 2d / 3d + 2d + audio / 2d + audio / 2d + black / 2d + black + dolby vision.
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